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La Biblia completa de la NVI es una colecciÃƒÂ³n de 68 Discos Narrada a una sola voz, leido por

Rafael B. Cruz, provee una comprensiÃƒÂ³n clara y precisa de la Biblia. Cada Libro de la Biblia

cuenta con una breve introducciÃƒÂ³n que le da una visiÃƒÂ³n general, rÃƒÂ¡pida y preparatoria

para cada uno de ellos
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Me parece que el ingenero de las grabaciones las manipulÃƒÂ³ para eliminar pausas dentro de las

frases. Asi que, las grabaciones pierden algo dramatico. It seems to me the recording engineer

manipulated the recordings to remove the natural pauses a speaker makes for dramatic effect. Also,

I think the engineer sped up the voice. I believe the engineer's goal was to make the recordings take

less time, which may have saved a few CDs worth of time for the collection. Unfortunately, the

removed pauses not only removes some of the drama in the reading, it also makes listening in

general a little more tiresome. On the other hand, you can probably hear everything in about 20%

less time because of the engineer's efforts. I've occasionally sped up a recording myself if I thought

the reader paused too much, but in this case, I think it was done by a computer - something like, "if

pause is greater than .2 seconds, make it only .2 seconds". The problem is that a computer is not

an artist. Nonetheless, I plan to listen to these recordings a lot, and I believe they will come in handy

with the NVI/NIV dual translation bible.

The reader's diction is very clear but his style is robotic in rhythm, cadence and inflection. Often



sounded flat with endings of one sentence seeming to belong to the beginning of the next sentence.

Seemed to have predictable reading pauses often at unusual places resulting in disjointed sentence

structure and in an annoying sing-song rise and fall of his voice. There are several obvious edits

spliced in resulting in a brief change in tone of the reader's voice. Overall the recording is

acceptable but I wish I could have heard his rendition before purchasing all the CD's I enjoyed

readings of other translations much more. I would recommend researching further before buying this

one.I had difficulty getting the first CD out of the slip cover which is probably how Disc #1 got

cracked.

Good delivery time and no doubt about quality.

I purchased this for a man in a nursing home. He is not very fluent in English and can not see well

enough to read a Bible in Spanish. He is thrilled and listens to the CD very frequently. Thank you for

having it available at such a good price.

The NVI Spanish audio bible on compact disc is easy to understand and has no distracting musical

soundtrack. The reader's pronounciation is distinct and I find I am paying close attention to what he

says, so he keeps me awake and alert--a help for my goal of improving Spanish. (I have only

listened to the New Testament.) Very good value for money.

cd did not work. they work for little then they do not work. bed buy and i can not rich not one to

return the product.

Arrived in a few days. Excellent quality. Excellent service!

Reading the whole Bible it's not an easy task. Reading the Bible for others to listen is even more

difficult.I just could not stand the voice. It's so monotonous. The artist uses the same tone, same

inflection, same pitch, all the time. It sounds artificial and mechanical. The artists also use an

inflection used in some cheap TV programs when adults are explaining things to small children.I

actually came into contact with it after a member of my church asked me to move it to an MP3

player. I did it using WINAMP to convert the whole collection of about 70 CD's to MP3. The

experience was a time consuming exercise of patience and typing. The CD's naming convention is

inconsistent and uses several schemes to name the tracks. That makes it difficult for the MP3 to



sort them in the correct order. The only way that I got the Sansa e250R to get them sorted was to

organize the CD's and tracks as in the following scheme:File for track Meaning01 Genesis 01 CD 01

Genesis Chapter 0101 Genesis 02 CD 01 Genesis Chapter 0202 Genesis 40 CD 02 Genesis

Chapter 4003 Exodo 01 CD 03 Exodo, chapter 01, etc.So, averaging 15 tracks per CD, you can

imagine that I had to rename about 1,000 tracks. Not a pleasant task.I would not recomend this

collection unless the person is visually impaired.The only feature that I like is the fact that it is the

NVI version, which is the translation used in my church. We use this version for two reasons: Is a

plain language Bible and there is an English version also, which sometimes makes it easy to double

check the meaning of an obscure verse.
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